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Key Issues
TiVo big reveal is voice search on the new Sky Q box
•
•
•

The long term applications for voice search go beyond a fun feature
TiVo’s technology is based on the Veveo knowledge graph
How will Virgin Media in the UK respond?
By Thomas Flanagan
TiVo teased us last year with claims that a major European operator would be launching an intelligent voice search service using
its technology, and this week that name has finally been revealed
as Sky.
The European satellite giant will be updating its Sky Q set top to
integrate TiVo voice search functionality, as well as prioritizing
how it interacts with social networks.
In May 2016, as we compiled data for our OTT Intelligence report
on Recommendations systems, Rovi (as it was then) told us that it
had landed one of the top 3 players in Europe for its voice search,
and although we guessed it might be Sky, we could not publish it
at the time.
In the long term, this looks to us like more than just Sky adding a
fun feature to its new set tops. As Sky’s broadband-focused strategy begins to take off in the coming years and it makes increasingly intelligent improvements to its WiFi mesh gateways, the
ownership of voice functionality within the connected home
could be the key to total ownership of the connected home, or
somewhere pretty close to it.
This market is currently being dominated by Amazon’s Echo device with Alexa AI assistant, given its convenient size and cheap
price tag, but the pay TV giants will not sit back idly and let the
internet behemoths take control.
Sky is adding a dedicated voice search button onto the side of its
Ruwido touch remote controls for making search requests, using
TiVo’s natural language search technology. The search software is
based on a knowledge graph engine and entertainment metadata,
which TiVo says can understand conversations and trends. That
knowledge graph engine we know comes out of its Veveo acquisition it completed in 2014.
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The Veveo Knowledge Graph can crawl the internet looking for
entertainment, and it can map relationships, discussions and
number of mentions and uses machine learning. So, for instance it
will understand that GoT means Game of Thrones. It also takes
usage information about choices people make on the internet and
maps usage of language to a natural language processor. It can
also be used to personalize media during playout.
TiVo keeps its knowledge graph up to date using news crawlers
and raw data ingest, and mentions that it includes data produced
by behavioral indicators from social networks – presumably to
produce search results based on a user’s interests on Facebook.
This does not replace the recommendation system at Sky, which
uses ThinkAnalytics, although we’re sure that TiVo will be pushing hard to suggest that it would work better with its own DigitalSmiths inherited recommendation technology. We think that’s
an unlikely outcome since it can take a long time to integrate a
The knowledge
recommendation system with UI and middleware.

graph is kept up
Sky has added a clever feature to the voice search system which to date using news
allows users to recite a well-known line from a certain movie to crawlers and raw
bring up the content, such as “what’s the name of the movie
data ingest, and
where the guy says “Say hello to my little friend,” - which will
bring up the Scarface gangster movie. Sky has not revealed how includes data
many movies can be searched for in this way, but TiVo admits it is from behavioral
indicators on
not all of them.
social networks
We like this feature. Will it become a main feature of the Sky service? It would be good for when subscribers can’t remember the
title of a movie, so attempt to search for it based on a one-liner
they have remembered from a trailer, for example.

The system also caters for more detailed searches such as “show
me the live football matches on TV this weekend” or “are any funny movies showing tonight?”. Users can also combine genres with
a specific actor’s name.
Liberty Global’s Virgin Media in the UK is a long-standing customer of TiVo, and Virgin Media only recently launched its 4K version
of TiVo on new V6 set top hardware, to challenge the launch of
Sky Q. Voice search functionality is lacking on the V6, but it will
be interesting to see if Virgin Media takes enough interest in this
feature to deploy it in the future.
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One way this could come to fruition, and perhaps even top Sky’s
TiVo voice system, is if Liberty Global takes a leaf out of the Comcast book, as it was recently hinted to at Cable Congress that a
relationship between the two is beginning to blossom from
across the pond.
TiVo briefly mentioned that Sky will be more closely integrating
social networks as part of the Sky Q set top, but the details of specifically how this ties into search results was not touched upon.
The recently revealed voice search strategy from Comcast, on the
other hand, integrates content directly from various sources such
as YouTube and Netflix alongside its own results.

Perhaps Liberty
Global could top
Sky’s voice
search system by
taking a leaf out
of the Comcast
book

Comcast puts this OTT aggregation strategy down to the impressive uptake of 13 million of its X1 voice remotes - 8 million of
which have been rolled out in the last year, also powered by TiVo.
Liberty Global will certainly be taking note.
Sky’s brand director of TV and content products, Luke BradleyJones, said: “With Sky Q, we continue to innovate and bring fantastic new features to our customers, who we know are watching
more TV than ever before.”
“We want to make it even faster and easier for them to search,
discover and watch TV. That’s why we’ve introduced voice
search. With the technology delivered by TiVo, we are enabling
our customers to use natural, voice-based queries to find new
and favorite TV to enjoy,” added Jones.
TiVo’s SVP and GM of advanced search and recommendations,
Matt Berry, added: “with more and more content choices and a
great range of entertainment available across TV, TiVo is helping
partners like Sky provide the best user experience while driving
content consumption.
Berry continued: “we are pleased to extend our long-standing relationship with Sky. This implementation further reinforces the
value of TiVo’s product portfolio in bringing the latest capabilities
to pay TV homes across Europe.”
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Altice touts telecom-advertising ‘convergence’ with Teads buy
By Kendra Chamberlain
Altice, the European telecom giant, has entered the US market
and is now looking to expand its advertising business. The company announced this week it’ll acquire Teads, the fast-growing
digital video advertising firm that has wowed the publishing
world.
The news is the latest in a buying spree for Altice: it acquired a
majority stake in US telco Suddenlink in 2015 and acquired cableco provider Cablevision in 2016. And like many other pay TV providers in the States, the company is now looking for new ways to
monetize its expanding broadband footprint.
It’s the latest in a string of ad tech acquisitions pursued by pay TV
providers amid steady subscriber erosion. Late last year, AT&T
announced it – along with Dish Network and WPP – was acquiring addressable TV tech provider Invidi; in the past two years,
Verizon acquired AOL and Yahoo – two huge digital advertising
players; Comcast bought FreeWheel back in 2014, and last year, it
acquired StickyAds, an online advertising firm.
There are other telecom firms making similar moves around the
world: Norway-based telco Telenor acquired Tapad last year, and
Singtel just recently acquired Turn.
“Convergence of telecoms content, and advertising is at the core
of our business,” said Michael Combes, CEO of Altice. “There is
significant incremental value to be generated from our assets.”
Teads, which was founded in 2011, is the “outstream” video ad
pioneer. The company devised a way to insert video ads – which
are considered the most effective ad format – into text Webpages,
meaning the ads are outside or “outstream” of a video player.
These ads are considered “native” video adverts that sit typically
within premium editorial content and therefore command higher
rates for publishers, but perhaps the best value to publishers and
marketers alike is that Teads ads only play when the ad is visible
– giving its ads high viewability marks.
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The online publishing world has warmly embraced Teads as a
way to cash in on the video ad revenue without needing to create
video content to run the ads against. Teads claims to have an audience of more than 1.2 billion unique visitors, including some
720 million users reached via mobile. The ad tech company’s revenue grew 44% in 2016 to reach $203 million. Altice is acquiring
the firm for $322 million.
Late last year, Teads announced a partnership with Time Inc that
brought its outstream ads to expand Time’s premium inventory.
Teads counts The Washington Post, The Atlantic, Forbes, Bonnier,
Mashable, Slate, The Guardian, The Telegraph and Nikkei among
its top publishing partners.

Altice will be
able to deliver
targeted ads
across screens to
partners within
both its content
and pay TV
businesses

Altice described the ad tech firm as “the No. 1 online video advertising marketplace” in the world. By opening up text content to
video ads, it’s “changing the game within the video advertising
market by creating unprecedented levels of premium inventory,
which did not exist before,” the company said in a statement.
Altice has over 50 million subscribers globally across its many
businesses. Last year, Altice’s international advertising revenue
figures surpassed $750 million. Altice is hoping to marry its large
subscriber footprint – and the first party data that it generates
from that large footprint – with its advertising business.
By acquiring Teads, Altice will be able to deliver targeted advertising across screens to marketing partners within both its content and pay TV businesses.
“Teads will enable us to offer a truly unique value proposition to
brands and agencies on the one hand and the media industry,
programmers and distributors on the other,” Combes said. “It is
that value proposition — data-driven, measurable and multiscreen — which will enable us to significantly grow our advertising business.”
From our point of view this does not help in the slow transition
from linear TV advertising selected based on what is playing, to
programmatic, selected based on who is listening, and does not
appear strategic to us for Altice.
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Akamai tweaks UDP for OTT streaming, Vimeo embraces it
By Thomas Flanagan
We have written a lot about CDN giant Akamai’s focus on UDP
(User Datagram Protocol) multicast technologies to tackle last
mile issues between the edge server and viewer, where delivery is
out of the firm’s usually capable hands. This week, Akamai has expanded on this with the launch of Media Acceleration, a product
specifically geared towards improving the viewing experiences of
OTT video viewers and internet gamers.
Akamai’s strategy here is in line with the trend that delivery of
content over the internet will shift to using fixed bit rate methods
which are more reliable than ABR. The development of UDP multicast technologies has enabled Akamai to switch traffic in the network core and this supposedly puts less strain on its servers, and
can run better in the local network.
Bandwidth hungry video formats such as 4K and VR are increasingly contributing to this problem of stretching CDN providers’
servers to the max, and UDP multicast, along with cloud and performance management tools, aims to relieve an element of mounting pressure. UDP multicast is also particularly useful for cellular,
in which the network behavior is more predictable.
Akamai claims Media Acceleration will bring a broadcast-like
quality of service to broadband delivery, using quick UDP internet
connections (QUIC) framework, an emerging standard, to deliver
secure transmissions over UDP, combined with Akamai’s congestion control tools. Akamai is slotting Media Acceleration into its
Adaptive Media Delivery and Download Delivery product portfolio, available to customers at no additional cost.

UDP multicast has attracted the attention of AT&T for live events
in its OTT system development, as one notable example. It isn’t
clear if AT&T, or any other tier 1 operators for that matter, has
tested this at scale yet, but anything Akamai puts out must scale
into millions of instances unchanged.
The technology behind Media Acceleration looks familiarly like
that from UDP multicast innovator Octoshape, the Danish company Akamai acquired back in April 2015.
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A very similar announcement was made by Akamai this time last
year, in the run up to NAB, so Media Acceleration looks to us like
Akamai has made some tweaks to its existing technologies, rather
than launched an entirely new product. Akamai has also developed its own UDP multicast services in the past, so perhaps it is
slightly unfair to attribute 100% of the technology to Octoshape.
The Octoshape technology, as it was before being snapped up by
Akamai, first encapsulates video in a UDP wrapper, and then
sends the video onto a cloud server in multiple FEC (forward error correction) protected copies, and the client draws from more
than one of these copies, taking several routes over the internet.
The system decides which copies to take which parts of the content from, minimizing the FEC calculations it needs to do at the
client, then unwraps the UDP stream and turns it back into ABR
format to play.

Vimeo claims it
saw a notable
increase in
requests for HD
quality playbacks
once it switched
traffic

Octoshape simply spins up cloud instances in Rack space or any
other cloud service and bounces the content off these to any part
of the world without using expensive CDN caches.

The streams get across the internet from the servers in a number
of ways, it can come directly as a UDP stream, it can use a relatively new IETF (internet engineering task force) protocol called
Automatic Multicast Tunneling, which allows a UDP stream to
tunnel across parts of the best effort internet, or it can go via a
single multicast enabled router.
Vimeo has been testing Media Acceleration since December 2016
and Akamai reports that the video sharing site “realized immediate improvements in its viewer experiences” - claiming it saw a
notable increase in requests for HD quality playbacks once it
switched traffic.

Akamai VP of Product Management, Scott Brown, said:
“traditional TV distribution has commercial and operational characteristics that are very different from internet video distribution. Akamai has developed Media Acceleration to function as a
vehicle through which we can introduce innovations that address
the quality and scale challenges of OTT, while also facilitating sustainable economic models that can help enable the growth of video distribution over the internet.”
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Unified Patents wins first round of in-car streaming war
By Peter White
Unified Patents in the US, which describes itself as insurance
against patent trolls, has issued a one line release which seems to
let half a dozen car companies off the hook from streaming music
patents.
The win is really just a first stage win, against Digital Stream,
which claims to have patents which govern how you can listen to
music, store it, and buy it from a car radio. Throughout 2016 Digital Stream brought patents suits against Bosch, BMW, Daimler,
GM, Honda, and Nissan.
Unified Patents clearly does not want to crow too loud at this
point, but has got an Appeal Board patent judge to respond to an
“inter partes” review of claims made Obama
by Digitalwants
Stream, suggest“No
blocking
ing that most of the claims made are obvious and un-patentable.

No slowing down
Digital Stream’s 6,757,913 patent comes
32 claims, and this
Fastwith
interconwas a first review to see if it was worth
goingNo
ahead
with a full
nects,
prioritrial to throw out some of these claims.
The
Judge
said
tization, Trans-that it was
likely that United Patents would prevail in a case on the grounds
of obviousness and a trial will now beparency”
ordered.
The judge cited claims 1, 4, 6, 13, 20 and 22 of the 913 patent as
likely to be un-patentable. 1 is where a local radio tunes a signal
and turns it into sound; 4 relates to de-compressing the data from
the signal, 6 to multiplexing multiple signals; 13 refers to transferring meta data to a digital display; 20 and 22 are the idea in its
entirely including a UI for management.
We suspect that now either the suits will be withdrawn, or the
patent claims reduced in their severity, but if an Inter Partes case
goes ahead, an expert patent judge will issue a binding judgement, which everyone has to go along with.
All of which either means less for Digital Stream, or nothing at all
and a win for those against patent trolls.
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Analysis
Did Liberty Global leak Vodafone talks, to grease the wheels of O2 deal?
By Peter White
Our sister publication Wireless Watch, this week raised a very
important point about the potential for a merger between Liberty
Global and Vodafone in Europe – that it may not be the only deal
on the table.
Vodafone seems to think that it can outrun Brexit by selling off its
UK operation – the country that spawned the business; while Liberty Global seems to be saying, our strongest mobile operator
Virgin UK, needs its own network.
Liberty Global is a tightly run financial ship, despite the weakness
of the British pound against the Europe and the Euro against the
dollar, and the fact that it does all of its business in those currencies and reports in dollars.
It’s debt pile is perhaps already small enough for it to make another large acquisition. The UK has become a highly competitive
market with 4 cellcos, Vodafone, Telefonica O2, 3 UK, BT. And
with BT having only recently acquired the merged Orange and TMobile operation EE which took the market down from 5 operators and a merger between 3 UK and O2 has already been turned
down by the regulator.
Both Telefonica and Hutchinson seem to want out of the UK and
there are a limited number of buyers in a market due to exit the
European Union in 2 years, with whatever that says about tariffs
and European wide roaming.
If Liberty Global wants a mobile operator to complement its Virgin Media cableco in the UK, it may have a choice of dance partners.
According to reports, Telefonica has been courting the US group
as a possible buyer for its O2 UK arm, whose takeover by
Hutchison was blocked by competition regulators last year. But
other reports, also sourcing unnamed company sources, claim
that Liberty is back around the table with Vodafone to negotiate a
UK merger.
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The original purchase of EE by BT was initially announced as exclusive talks between BT and its old O2 arm, but somehow, once
the word was out that BT was serious, the deal on the table
changed. The same thing could happen to Liberty Global, and it
could potentially do a deal in a way that adds very little to its debt
burden. The deal it cut in the Netherlands was cash positive to
the tune of $3 billion, as it backed off from total ownership to 50
50 control, and its operation, being valued ahead of Vodafone
Netherlands, led to a cash payment.
A similar approach in the UK could free up some of the $23 billion
in value that it placed on Virgin when it acquired the business in
2013. Its value will have risen since then, as it has acquired more
customers and turned a decent profit.
And the Liberty Global mortal enemy in Europe, Sky, which has
its own MVNO in the UK, only entered in October last year on
O2’s network, could feel under pressure if Virgin merges with a
cellco, to do the same. Sky may even strike ahead of Liberty, to
keep its options open. The deal that O2 cut with 3 UK in 2015,
was worth around $13 billion. If 3 ever came on the market it
would be worth less than half of that, given how few customers
and how little spectrum it has by comparison, although owner
Hutchinson Whampoa is usually seen more as a buyer than seller.

Sky could feel
under pressure to
do the same, if
Virgin merges
with a cellco, and
may even strike
ahead of Liberty

At Faultline we do not think the deal for Vodafone to buy Unity
Media in Germany is one that German regulators would go along
with, and we do not see Vodafone cutting a deal in the UK, purely
to offload itself from a Brexit headache.
It could even be that talk of a deal with Vodafone is a leak designed to bring a deal between O2 and Liberty Global to the boil
rather more rapidly. And if that is the only UK MNO on the table,
Sky could be a surprise counter bidder, because if Sky’s MVNO
partner goes to its rival, it would have to move its NVMO to another rival cellco.
Although Telefonica has been expected to float a minority stake
in O2 UK in an IPO, it may instead pursue the Liberty deal, according to Spanish business newspaper Expansion.
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Analysis
Skinny bundles, SVoD delivering fatal wounds to poor networks
Back in 2013 we put out a report which said, among many other
things, that less and less TV channels would survive in the broadcast world. Faultline specifically forecast that 50% of all broadcasters would stop broadcasting by mid-2021. Perhaps we were
unduly circumspect – as it may happen sooner.

But while the transition to IP was accepted, many people phoned
us up and complained that we were totally wrong about channel
unbundling, and one lengthy conversation with a technical leader
at Adobe springs to mind, whereby he just could not get his head
around our logic.
Just to reiterate that logic, we said that as linear moved to OTT as
VoD, that poor content could not hide and that while many US
channels have under 100,000 viewers, the lock-in of the top US
program owners, could still force cable TV to continue to show
this poorer content. But nothing on Earth would make anyone
watch it VoD, and as OTT became more prominent, certain channels, put together cheaply and let’s be fair here, cynically - would
be found out and be scrapped.
That would release thousands of people with studio and production skills, into the new online delivery era, driving original content production, creating an online content Tsunami, which in
turn would commoditize content.
But we are still in the grip right now of large US content combines, and potentially at the tipping point, where any “lazy” US TV
channels are on the verge of becoming non-viable.
An article in this week’s Variety echoed this claim and talks openly about overcrowded channel lineups, coming under pressure as
skinny bundles are put together. This is pretty much the same
thing.
Overcrowded channel line-ups are being gutted in the skinnybundle era and the logic is simple – if you cannot use modern
monetization on the OTT portion of a channel or SVoD assets, you
are getting less for your money, and the temptation to cut channels is obvious.
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Variety is saying this goes further and that in carriage negotiations the larger players in the US market – namely the top ten in
A&E, Turner, AMC, CBS, Discovery, NBC Universal, Scripps, Disney, 21st Century Fox and Viacom, are still able to force all their
channels into a negotiation and that it is the smaller channel
owners which are getting choked.
Think of linear TV as a jagged graph of activity, like a set of
shark’s teeth. A good program comes on and viewers turn on the
TV, almost in a straight line going up. After a program has been
on for an hour or so, the audience drifts slowly to other channels.
But at the end of the graph’s plateau, channel programmers almost always put on something which costs
very little to make and all too often makes for
poor viewing. The audience dissipates slowly
over the next program. But this allows the
channel owner to extract advertising revenues
from that first period when people are still
thinking about the last program which they
enjoyed or are out making a cup of tea or
simply not sure what they want to watch next.
Figure 1: Think of linear TV as a jagged
There is no possibility in a TV Everywhere
graph of activity.
world, that people will watch the “hangover”
program, they simply VoD select the program
they wish and view it and then leave. So the good programs get
more and more attention, and the poor ones less and less.

This creates a change in programming selections, and stronger
channels are filled out with better content, leaving the weaker
channels more and more weak. At first broadcasters wanted to
create stronger channels with content you could not see as OTT.

That’s because they were fighting against OTT. Now this is even
worse, with programmatic advertising, which selects audience
not programming. Potentially it can mean that your advert is delivered by a rival channel, as long as it is delivered to the right
person.
The Variety article points to channels such as Esquire Network
and Cloo as part of the thinning of the cable-channel herd.
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The key is that even Nielsen acknowledges that some networks
have less than 100,000 viewers a day and there just aren’t
enough eyeballs to support them, and OTT delivery means that’s
getting less every day.
The worry is that if a large broadcaster is pushing a bouquet of
20 channels at a pay TV operator, pressing for them to take them
all, allocating perhaps $3 to $5 for the best channels per subscriber per month, and around 50 Cents for the weaker ones, by taking
out the weak channels they will reduce their carriage and affiliate
fees.
It is popularly believed that dinosaurs were killed off almost
overnight by one big meteor, but actually many lingered on for
100s of millions of years. TV Channels seem to be going down
that same long weary route.
Viacom has already announced a turnaround plan from its new
CEO which will see most of its content reallocated to its flagship”
channels, MTV, Nickelodeon, Nick Jr, Comedy Central, BET, and
the Paramount Network.
That means that some $1.3 billion in revenue is at increased risk,
which went to those weaker channels. This is precisely the
“concentration” of effort we had envisioned in 2013 and expect it
to happen far more widely. If you concentrate better programs
into fewer channels, you have all your eggs, not in one basket, but
in less baskets, and it had better work.

Key Issues
VideoAmp unites TV and digital audiences with ‘ATV Ignite’
By Kendra Chamberlain
VideoAmp, the RTL Group-backed ad tech provider that enables
cross-platform media planning, buying and measurement, says
it’s created the first “truly cross-screen” advertising solution that
pairs linear TV audiences with digital data. The product, called
ATV Ignite, is an SaaS platform for marketers when planning linear TV media buying.
“Our mission has been from the beginning to enable content owners and advertisers to transact across screens seamless,” said Jay
Prasad, chief strategy and business officer at VideoAmp. “That is a
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very big vision. It’s not necessarily the easiest to execute, because
things are silo’d. The data in television and digital are totally separate, and getting them to work together is no easy task.”
That separation has indeed been one of the stumbling blocks in
getting more advanced targeting capabilities to the TV set. The
confluence of TV and video is all but inevitable at this point, but
the advertising world has been slower to adapt to these changes.

“At some point, there won’t be TV and video, there will just be
video,” Prasad said. “But you can’t forget that 60%, 70%, 80% of
all video advertising dollars are still linear TV.”
VideoAmp is trying to create an opportunity in that pain point.
It’s not just bringing digital intelligence into the world linear TV.
The company is also trying to optimize the planning and buying
of ad inventory, in order to reach targeted demographics, no matter what screen they’re using, and in a way that fits how linear TV
advertising is bought: upfront commitments, scatter buys, programmatic exchanges and private marketplaces.

In order to close
the gap between
TV and digital,
VideoAmp
partnered with
“We didn’t want to only be about digital,” Prasad said. “We want- comScore, gaining
ed to think about how we can start with a linear TV product that’s
access to data
already architected – and the connection and hooks are all there –
from 40 million
to be connected to all of the other digital formats.”
set tops
By doing that, the company hopes to enable the type of crossplatform ad buying and selling that will allow marketers and networks to more easily respond to the rapid fragmentation of audiences and shifting viewer habits.
“We’ve been able to create a link between digital identity and linear TV viewership,” Prasad said. “That is allowing us to create
these applications that become the foundation for optimizing and
buying television in a new way, and the next step of connecting
those TV plans to cross-create plans.”
In order to close that gap between TV and digital, VideoAmp partnered with comScore, gaining access to data from some 40 million set-top boxes. “That probably translates to somewhere between 14 million and 15 million households,” Prasad said.
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“We were able to integrate the raw viewership data from what
comScore is collecting across all these different cable operators.”
VideoAmp’s ATV Ignite matches that TV viewing data with the
company’s device graph, which tracks IP addresses, device IDs
and cookies that is 170 million consumers strong; along with
DMA schedule and program data from third-party TV analytics
firms.
VideoAmp has partnered with LiveRamp, Neustar, and NinthDecimal for data and WideOrbit and Clypd advanced TV inventory.

ATV Ignite
identifies what
shows, dayparts
and channels
index well for the
target audience

Taken all together, the SaaS platform enables marketers to quickly create data-driven media plans on the fly, “doing all of these
billions of rows of calculations in seconds,” he said.
For marketers planning their media buys, the ATV Ignite platform
is able to identify what shows, dayparts and channels index well
for the target audience.
“Instead of slotting the SUV ads wherever, you’re slotting them
into programming that indexes high for SUV buyers,” Prasad said.
“That’s taking a digital approach to advertising and bringing it to
television.” The platform is able to better optimize the upfront
schedule and add more intelligence into scatter buys.
“The byproduct of this optimization and planning being done
with digital data is that we are already connected with all the digital inventory. We can find SUV buyers on mobile, OTT and desktop already,” Prasad said.
“We can actually give you reach and frequency against this target
audience between television and digital.”
The idea is to give marketers the ability to reach the same target
audiences across digital and linear, and using the same data sets –
which VideoAmp claims is a new precedent in the business.
“That’s a big step in the industry,” Prasad said.
To us it does seem a new idea, but many TV platforms are going
down the programmatic route, giving direct access to audiences
through demographics, rather than through content that generally attracts a particular demographic, and you can’t do both.
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Advertising
Cedato claims header bidding next big thing in programmatic
Last week we made a bold prediction that the upfronts market is
approaching its inevitable collapse, and perhaps a testament to
that is how a host of budding online ad tech start-ups are thriving. Faultline Online Reporter spoke to one such company called
Cedato this week, an Israeli firm which has grown to 45 employees in just 18 months - handling a video budget of $200 million
and running 15 billion video views annually.
Cedato provides programmatic software to publishers and networks for serving online ads, for which it has built its own proprietary algorithms to measure in “real-time” (a term we use tentatively), which platform is the best source, based on a score mechanism. Price is the primary KPI of interest for publishers here, but
others include networks, users, geography and history.
Cedato CMO, Dvir Doron, claimed proudly to Faultline Online Reporter that Cedato is a “silent giant” in the online video ad world,
primarily due to positioning itself as a VAST (Video Ad Serving
Template) platform.
He added that Cedato differentiates itself by focusing on minimizing latency and enhancing fill rate, suggesting that these are afterthoughts for competitors in this space. The process of reapplying
principles of display yield optimization to video is no easy feat,
which is where others struggle, Doron claimed.
Header bidding is a core focus area for Cedato, an emerging
method for increasing ad revenues, which works by contacting
multiple exchanges with inventory bids to see how much money
is on the table for every impression.

Doron cited Amazon as a force investing in header bidding, having recently rolled out its Amazon Advertising Platform, a product providing a type of programmatic advertising which started
on the client-side, before shifting to DSP (demand-side platform).
The primary challenge of harnessing header bidding, according to
Doron, is overcoming the VPAID issue (Video Player-Ad Interface
Definition) whereby ads leaving the client side cause a risk of ad
delivery failure due to a lack of visibility of VPAID errors.
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A lack of client side software is what apparently caused US cloudbased software firm AppNexus to “fail miserably” at header bidding, noted Doron.
Facebook just announced this week that it is partnering with five
ad tech industry players for header bidding – AppNexus, Index
Exchange, Media.net, Sonobi and Sortable. Getting the nod from
the social media giant suggests to us that AppNexus hasn’t failed
as miserably as Doron believes.

A company the
size of Adidas
choosing to move
its ads to online
formats could
open the floodgates for more to
follow suit

Header bidding is tipped to replace tag-based waterfall approaches, which detects that an ad has not been returned and attempts
multiple tags down a list until an ad response is eventually returned. Doron called waterfalling a “cumbersome procedure,”
adding that the buy party can also have last minute regrets claiming that header bidding is making the whole process more
efficient and increasing exposure to demand.
There was a major move in the ad space this week, with Adidas
announcing it is pulling more of its ad budget away from pay TV
in favor of online formats – part of a long-term plan to grow ecommerce revenues to $4.25 billion by 2020, from $1.06 billion
last year.
A company of this global scale, with annual revenues of $18 billion plus, putting so much faith in online advertising will almost
certainly open the floodgates for more to follow suit.
Adidas CEO, Kasper Rorsted, told CNBC: “it’s clear that the younger consumer engages with us predominately over the mobile device. Digital engagement is key for us – you don’t see any TV advertising anymore.”
However, Doron didn’t want to close the door entirely on TV,
claiming that traditional pay TV ad revenues are ten times larger
than online as it stands. This is partly due to technical factors
hampering the progress of online formats, which he said has contributed to a growth rate slightly slower than his expectations,
and those of the industry.
A frustrating factor in this market is that companies similar to
Cedato are sometimes too hasty to claim that their products are
powered by AI and machine learning technologies. Doron agreed
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with this statement, saying that Cedato is careful about throwing
about these buzzwords, and instead prefers to describe its algorithms as using “deep learning” or “knowledge graphs” - which
Doron essentially described as some rather clever number
crunching.
It’s worth repeating what we said last week, that the only thing
that’s really preventing a mass-migration to programmatic advertising is the need for ad systems to have some form of third party
verification that the reported number of ads have actually been
viewed in their entirety.
Doron both agreed and disagreed with our view, adding: “I think
it's deeper than that. Buying video at scale, programmatically,
still involves value chains that are long and complex, and many
things tend to break up along that chain. The biggest losers in
that scenario are the supply side platforms and eventually the
“Publishers are
publishers, since in case of a problem in the value chain, their im- wrapping media
pressions are getting lost.
sales with

multiple fallbacks. It will take
a while to settle
on adequate
programmatic
To this end, UK broadcaster Channel 4 announced this week that solutions”
“Therefore, publishers (and anyone working on their behalf) are
wrapping their media sales with multiple "fall-backs" for each
impression. It will take a while for the industry to settle on adequate programmatic solutions,” continued Doron.

it is teaming up with ad analytics firm Moat, which determines
whether a video has been viewed and listened to by a person or a
bot, by monitoring sight, sound and motion. Facebook and Snapchat have also employed the expertise of Moat.

The proliferation of ad blocking software has had some negative
impact on Cedato’s business, confessed Doron, adding that Cedato is essentially part of the problem as to why consumers are
downloading this type of software. We noted that AdBlock Plus
runs an Acceptable Ads initiative for allowing non-obtrusive ads
to bypass its blocking software, but Doron said the guidelines laid
out by Adblock Plus had not been considered by Cedato.
Instead of trying to partner with the enemy and urge advertisers
to meet these guidelines, Cedato is encouraging its customers to
embrace user-friendly formats such as skippable and interactive
ads, for which the company offers a tailor-made open video API.
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Although, there is currently a reluctance in the market to shift to
these types of formats, with a preference for scale rather than
uniqueness, stated Doron.
Programmatic video spend is set to reach $10.65 billion next
year, according to eMarketer, and Cedato claims to increase fill
rate and yield by between 50% and 100%. Cedato is placed in the
market somewhere in between JW/Brightcove and SpotX/
TubeMogul, in the way that it offers a video delivery platform on
a SaaS basis, but is geared towards media monetization.

Advertising
Zattoo does first server side ad insertion on German Sports channel
Zattoo in Germany says that it has introduced server-based dynamic ad insertion, providing TV broadcasters and advertisers
with a chance to adopt the rapidly emerging programmatic advertising systems which are sweeping across Europe.
The key words here are “server-based” as this is really a form of
MPEG stitching which drops appropriate advertising into each
stream, so that it is part of the video stream, indistinguishable
from the content, when viewed by ad blockers and it does not call
adverts from a remote site. Ad blockers mostly prevent these
calls for adverts.
The service has launched with advertising sales from Sport1 Media which will be cut into one of the more highly sought after live
sports streams.
Also, being server side it will be independent of what device the
user is viewing on. Zattoo says that it is the first streaming TV
provider to offer such a solution to TV broadcasters, providing
them with additional monetization opportunities. Zattoo is in that
prime position of including national TV channels, and hosting
them for multiple pay TV operators.
Zattoo was an offshoot of Michigan University and has over 17
million registered users, 34 million monthly video views, on over
173 channels – primarily in the German language, but it also offers many free to air channels. This offer is in Germany, but Zattoo is also strong in neighboring Switzerland.
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Zattoo was created to stream the 2006 FIFA World Cup in Germany. It first launched in Denmark in 2007, and has since expanded
to Switzerland, Spain, and Germany.
We have estimated that Zattoo has a 20% market share of all OTT
video viewers in Switzerland where it also offers both free ad
supported VoD and paid services and trails only Swisscom’s free
OTT service TV Air there.
The Zattoo platform is available on PCs, mobile devices, Smart
TVs, and Zattoo says it has also developed apps for platforms including Android TV, Amazon Fire TV and Google Chromecast.
Zattoo customers include Telecom Liechtenstein, Quickline Mobile TV, Post Luxembourg, NetPlus TV Mobile, and Melita TV – for
which Zattoo says it hosts and manages multiscreen IPTV services.
We have estimated
“The server-based development of dynamic ad insertion technology is the next decisive step for advertisers and agencies in combining TV and online planning. It offers new and flexible audience
-specific marketing opportunities,” said Oliver Knappmann, Chief
Sales Officer at Zattoo.

that Zattoo has a
20% market share
of all OTT video
viewers in
Switzerland

“Advertising clients no longer have to buy just national ad space
in the TV environment but, depending on their requirements, can
align it with internet-savvy target groups and book this in line
with their budget or specifically combine it with a TV campaign,
for example when a product is only available for a fixed period or
only makes sense for a digital target group,” he added.
The paid version is called Zattoo HIQ and offers live streaming of
54 channels which previously only carried the existing live
broadcast ads and it offers a 7 day catch up service, and access to
30,000 on-demand programs for the equivalent of $8 per month.
It also offers international language packages in Polish, Croatian,
Turkish, Bosnian, and Portuguese. Zattoo Plus adds 10 channels
on top of the package for $13 per month.
Zattoo has built its end-to-end platform over 8 years, replacing
CDN distribution with direct network peering that allows for a
managed quality distribution of the video streams – which it calls
Unicast IPTV.
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In April 2015, the German cable operators’ association cut a deal
with Zattoo allowing for its members to offer IP-based TV products targeting multiple devices, under its own brand using an
Abox42 M20 set top.
Zattoo also carries ProsiebenSat.1 channels ProSieben Fun, Sat.1
Emotions, Kabel Eins Classics and wetter.com TV, as live streams
and could easily add this advertising insertion to those channels,
if asked.
Zattoo joined the market for legal peer-to-peer TV downloading
in 2006, where it kicked off by streaming live World Cup games in
Switzerland. The following year, Zattoo launched ten channels in
Demark and began a UK pilot – reaching 1 million registered users in Europe. The Zattoo app has already proved popular on iOS
and the transition to the new Apple TV began in November 2015.
After first version, more features such as time shifting and EPG
followed.
We would have expected Zattoo to branch further across Europe
by now and perhaps even into the US and Canada. However, Zattoo has had its fair share of legal clashes over the years which
have stalled its progress somewhat – most notably with Universal, Warner Brothers, the BBC, ITV, and Channel 4.
Zattoo started by only showing advertising slots when users
switched between channels – using the time to buffer a new
channel to show a short advertisement. This model encouraged
German marketing company Schober Group to take a stake in the
company. Now the company offers low priced start up ads on its
web only version, and also channel switch ads on both web and
mobile versions.

Advertising
Freewheel shows US to Europe variations in ad consumption
Every year since 2002 has been a pivotal year for advertising, given the rise and rise of digital ad formats, so using that headline
about 2016 impressed us not at all, in this quarter’s Freewheel
Video Monetization Report. What did impress us was the huge
differences in the way the US and Europe is placing advertising
and viewing OTT video.
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The report starts off in infographic style, re-running 2016 news,
initially iving the impression that this report is little more than
another worthless piece of PR, like the constant outpourings of
Ooyala, trying to push the idea that it is “a thought leader.” But by
page 8 it settles down, when the first fact is that year on year video views were up 26%, and video ad views up 24%. That puts a
measure on the digital progress. This means that there has been
an upward trend in premium video viewing for 24 consecutive
quarters with no sign of it slowing down. Yup, we knew that.
But live is growing even faster, up 36% in 2016 over 2015, faster
growth than gains in short-form or long-form VoD content. Live
in 2016 in the US is all about the Super Bowl, the Olympics and
the US Presidential Election and our first thought was that 2016’s
numbers won’t be surpassed for some time.
But Freewheel says that the rise in live TV channels (only in the
US) in skinny bundles will keep Live on the boil for some time
yet. TV is a funny thing and we expect TV execs everywhere are
looking for Live events which they can “milk” for high advertising
yields.
The truth is that in Europe, so often described as being 3 years
behind the US, has gone down another track and the graph below,
which we have concocted using the Freewheel data, shows that in
Europe, long form digital video viewing is off the charts.

Figure 2: Ad view
composition in
2016 by content
duration, from
Freewheel data.
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This is because Europe was early to OTT video, well ahead of the
US, and it is a fact of life there, built into every set top, into every
smart TV, and into the underlying protocols, such as HbbTV and
Freeview, which obviates the need for Apple TV or Roku, and
SVoD is mostly a TV experience. So there is no love of short-form,
a persistent (but wrong) idea among content makers that consumers will only watch short videos on their phones.
Mid-Form almost does not exist in Europe, and Live is a fraction
of what the US has. In this respect, we suspect that Europe IS 3
years behind the US, and that live will grow in Europe in time. But
right now, 80% of all European ads are delivered in long form
video - TV series and movies.
In the US, it is news and live events which drive advertising uptake, so that’s what the industry is chasing.
The devices we are watching on clearly shows Europe as a tablet
loving region, but we think that Freewheel has this wrong. OTT
Video streams are mostly viewed in Europe on smart TVs and it
has crammed that category into one of the others for consistency,
and we think missed the optimal conclusions. Also there are a lot
more hybrid OTT set tops in Europe than in the US, so that reporting too has gone awry in this graph.
Our (fairly tired) point, that we have made plenty of times is that
you should not ask (or allow) vendors to take the premium space
in research, because they all have axes to grind. Leave it to us researchers.

Figure 3: A
comparison
of ad view
consumption
and growth
by device in
2016, between the US
and Europe.
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Freewheel tells us that adverts have come down in length and
moved earlier into the content – so that on demand content in
2016 has 99 seconds of advertising in the mid-roll break compared to 92 seconds in 2015, but in live content that rises to 104
seconds, down dramatically from 130 seconds in 2015.
The report then goes into the ad frauds uncovered at the end of
2016 and the fake news scandals around the presidential election
and how that made advertisers begin their circumspection about
what content their ads were in front, a theme which is continuing
today. And Freewheel says that publishers are scaling back on
syndication from long-tail sites as they try to manage viewability
certainty and fraud by exercising more control over their inventory.
TV programs are gradually letting automated transactions happen to their inventory and the report shows that in 2014 it was
just 3% of inventory, rising to 5% in 2015 and 7% during 2016.
Still a long way to go for TV programmers to reach the 27% levels
of pure play digital inventory which is traded automatically on
auction sites. We are at the beginning of automated transactions
for TV advertising and, we are sure, there remain many bumps in
the road.

Broadband
One year on are we closer to a Gigabit train – Amtrak thinks not
A year ago we chaired and spoke at a conference entitled the Gigabit Train. It was a solemn affair which was mostly full of people
from the train industry who were laboring under a government
ruling that all UK trains should have free WiFi by the end of 2018.
Everyone agreed that the result would be exceptionally poor
train WiFi until the target was reached and then it would be quietly shelved as the government changed and something commercial would be put in its place.
The key issues where that a) People would not pay for WiFi on
trains, that much had been made clear by early experiment and
that b) Backhauling it over LTE would leave train carriers hostage to fortune as cellcos offered low rates for a while and then
charged the earth once the train operator could not afford to
“cancel” the service. We can vouch for a) because it leads to
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spending 30 minutes trying to work on a train, where it takes you
20 minutes to sign up for paid WiFi, and by then you have to collect your things to leave, having wasted the money. Also, LTE
backhaul is notoriously poor. If LTE falls back to GSM in rural regions, then there is no backhaul and the WiFi does not work.
Self-driving cars may be with us before this is solved, and they
will obliterate the problem by offering LTE or 5G based backhaul
for in-car WiFi, and could replace trains entirely, if they are embraced at scale.
For now, it is a problem which needs to be solved. We are going
to ask you, our audience, how you would solve it and then take a
stab at it ourselves.

Self-driving cars
will obliterate
the train WiFi
problem by
offering LTE or
5G based backhaul for in-car
WiFi

But first let’s take a look at the US Amtrak solution which was being proposed last week. Amtrak wants to build its own Track Side
Network using the same spectrum as WiFi, in the UNII-1 and UNII
-3 bands. Of course, UNII-1 is an indoor band and Amtrak wants a
waiver on the type of power that it uses for the connection.

Presumably this is still a backhaul connection to an on-train router that drives antennas in each carriage. UNII-3 is set aside for
outdoors and can go up to 1 Watt power usage, and it wants the
same for UNII-1 so that it halves the cost of building this network.
Now power variation is allowed when a beam is focused in a
point to point relationship and Amtrak just wants those rules applied. A kind of point to moving point.
Up steps the WiFi Alliances pointing out that Amtrak needs to
conduct tests to see if it would interfere with other WiFi users
along the tracks – almost certainly it would, in some isolated
places. Imagine not being able to have WiFi in your home because
you lived next to a rail track.
We would have thought that a constant cost relationship could be
built between a satellite backhaul supplier and a train operator
quite easily. Satellite operators are happy to keep prices for ten
years or more and then prices would be likely to go down, not up.
But in the past when we have suggested this, everyone has said
satellite cannot do the trick. But that’s not strictly true.
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New HTS (High Throughput Satellites) may well be able to manage this, and could use different spots beams on different train
routes, simultaneously and combine the data allocation. It can, in
effect, follow the train.
Now there is a half second propagation delay, and it would disappear when you go into a tunnel. But actually, so would LTE unless
the tunnels all had picocells placed inside them.
Older satellites charged something like $100 million for 1 Gbps
for a year, HTS is targeting $3 million for that service, but that data can be shared across many trains simultaneously. It is a cost,
and nowhere near as cheap a cost as spending all the capex up
front on your own network and then having a tiny amount of
Opex backhauling that network through an ISP in one or two big
fiber connections.
But right now, HTS’ are just being put into space and we’re sure a
train service would be able to cut a sweet deal way under that
type of data level and price. Having access to train travelers and a
confirmation and terms web-page, would provide a chance to sell
local service to rural broadband customers. It would give the satellite operators access to a broader public market.
The big issue in the US is that satellite broadband has a terrible
name, associated with rip offs and high prices and detestable customer service. Viaplay in the US, who runs the Wildblue home
broadband service in the US, is now advising European satellite
operators on how to sell satellite broadband to the public.

The big issue in
the US is that
satellite
broadband has a
terrible name,
associated with
rip offs and high
prices

A hybrid system using satellite for certain parts of certain routes,
trackside backhaul in the UNII-1 and UNII-3 bands for parts of
the trackside a set distance from any give home, to eliminate interference issues, and LTE or 5G for a premium superfast, but a
paid service might well work.
And again, that shopfront opportunity on a terms and conditions
page is there for cellular operators to say, “We are providing this
excellent free WiFi for you on the train, but it is only free to a)
Our mobile customers and b) Would you like to become one of
our mobile customers.” That might mitigate backhaul costs for
the train operators down to zero.
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Once 5G arrives it could offer cheap backhaul to trains up to a
particular data cap per journey, running it in a virtual network
slice – but having people use it for watching videos on a journey
over 1 hour will frighten off most train operators from committing to a free WiFi service, so some form of layered service will
end up being required. Ask every hotel in the US and Europe,
which has already reached this same conclusion.

AI in Video
Adobe, Microsoft partner on AI to counter Amazon
Adobe unveiled the Experience Cloud at its 2017 Summit in Las
Vegas this week and announced the inking of a deal with Microsoft in the process, in what the company claims is more than a
mere marketing campaign – despite recruiting a celebrity line up
including actor Ryan Gosling and ex-NFL player Peyton Manning.
The US software giant is combining its artificial intelligence (AI)
powered system, Sensei, with Microsoft’s own AI-based digital
assistant, Cortana, in which the two companies will share core
libraries to develop standard data models for apps and services.
Adobe says it will be able to tap into data from Microsoft Dynamics 365, Microsoft Power BI and Microsoft Azure, to build more
intelligent machine learning capabilities for Sensei.
Digital assistant systems such as Cortana are currently limited to
simple functions such as voice-activated queries and diary reminders, but their technologies hold huge potential to transform
the connected home experience, and the viewing experience as a
result.
Cortana and Google Now are somewhat in the shadow of Amazon’s Alexa in the market today, but the major flop which was
Amazon’s Fire phone leaves it at a distinct disadvantage without
a presence in smartphones. Alexa has a solid grip on the home
hub space, and is also battling it out with Cortana in the automotive sector.
Adobe’s new Experience Cloud doesn’t jump out as a revolutionary new product, as it is primarily the coming together of its Marketing, Analytics and Advertising Cloud products, with some added extras.
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Adobe’s business plan is that an amalgamation of its cloud services into a unified system
will provide digital marketers with an expansive service – catering for the building of
products, as well as the optimization and personalization of business sectors such as customer support.
On top of this, Adobe says developing an open standard data model is a priority for the
industry, to allow for the customization of apps using behavioral data, for which it relies
heavily on its developer community. It is working with AppDynamics, Qualtrics, Acxiom,
Zendesk, Mastercard and Dun & Bradstreet on data model development.
With the launch of Experience Cloud, Adobe says Sensei will receive updates which include Fluid Experiences, Auto-Target, Enhanced Anomaly Detection and Contribution
Analysis.
Adobe VP of Strategy, Business Development and Marketing, John Mellor, said: "the intent
is to push this technology across the entire enterprise. Think of it as an evolution to support where customers have pulled this technology and where we see its future. It's a way
to help enterprises understand this is not just a marketing discipline anymore. It goes beyond just a single department." Updates from the partnership between Microsoft and Adobe are set to be unveiled in May this year at the Microsoft Build 2017 event in Seattle.

Worth Noting
OTT Video News, Deals, Launches and Products
Comcast has admitted that it is delaying the deployment of 4K HDR set tops due to the
pace of technological changes. The US operator wants to roll out 4K hardware with HDR
as well as the 10-bit HEVC standard, but Comcast Innovation Labs’ Executive Director,
Josh Seiden, said that there have been issues with acquiring the suitable decoders for this
set top integration. This has slowed down the process but it had hoped to roll out 4K HDR
set tops in time for the Summer 2016 Olympics.
Interactive video technology firm Rapt Media and US OTT specialist Kaltura have announced an integration deal to provide enterprises and educational facilities with enhanced learning capabilities through more interactive and personalized video experiences. The pair say that they aim to “repair the disconnect that exists between employees and
management in today’s Digital Workplace.” The Kaltura MediaSpace Video Portal claims to
benefit professionals by providing deeper engagement, behavioral insights, enhanced
learning, longer viewing times and knowledge retention.
North American entertainment channel 4KUniverse has launched its 4K SVoD service on
Amazon Fire TV, built and powered by technology from Swedish app store specialist Accedo. Accedo’s Videa publishing platform provides 4KUniverse with a system for pushing
UI changes to multiple devices without having to rewrite code.
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German public broadcaster ARD is closing down its flagship TV channel Das Erste on Eutelsat’s Hotbird satellite at the end of this month, marking the last of its German channels to rely on Eutelsat, and is instead switching to SES Astra satellites. The decision to
terminate transmission via Hotbird was due to its larger footprint leading to a clash of
interests with rights holders, compared to the smaller footprint of Astra. Viewers outside of Germany who cannot view Das Arste via Astra have been advised that they can
still access its live internet stream.

Russian OTT service Okko secured 2016 revenues of $13.6 million, citing growth due to
the relaunch of mobile apps and the roll out of thematic packages. Okko has not made its
full financials for the prior year public, but said that revenues in the second half of last
year increased 35% from the same period in 2015. It had an average audience size of 1.5
million people in 2016, a rise of 30% from the previous year, and it claims some 750,000
of these are paying subscribers.
The US Circuit Court of Appeals has overturned a ruling in a case involving streaming
firm FilmOn, concerning the court’s decision two years ago, that streaming services
could be considered a cable system and therefore eligible for a compulsory license under
the Copyright Act. This benefits broadcasters CBS, Fox, NBC and ABC who slammed the
initial ruling.

GoPro says it has slashed its 2017 operating expenses by over $200 million from last
year, to $585 million, due to restructuring within the company, including 270 job cuts.
The US camera technology firm also claims it is on track for new business growth in
hardware and software, as well as in its international operations, with expected revenue
for the first quarter of this year between $190 million and $210 million.
SPI Filmbox and Hungarian operator Magyar Telekom, part of Deutsche Telekom,
have launched a new Filmbox OnDemand online and set top service. Filmbox OD offers
movies and TV series which have previously aired on Filmbox channels, and is also available to subscribers of Magyar Telekom’s SVoD offering MoziKlub.
Mapping company Here has launched a toolkit for on-demand app developers to build
location-centric features, called Here Mobility On Demand. The service is aimed at industries such as ride-hailing, carpooling, food delivery, package delivery and professional
services. It includes the Here Geocoder, Isoline Routing, Matrix Routing and Mobile SDK
products.
Insight TV, a Dutch producer of adventure travel and extreme sports viewing in 4K
UHD, is unveiling its new global 4K UHD SVoD service, powered by the Neulion Digital
Platform, at the MIPTV event in Cannes next month. Subscribers can access the service
on iOS and Android devices via the app, or on the Insight TV website.
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Almost half (49%) of US consumers now pay for a subscription to at least one OTT video
service, according to findings from Deloitte’s Digital Democracy survey. It also found that
74% of consumers still have a pay TV contract, but 66% of these said the reason for not
cutting the cord was because pay TV is bundled together with broadband. A huge 99% of
Generation Z and Millennial viewers said they multi-task while watching TV.
Bulgarian telco Vivacom has selected Intelsat’s 33e satellite for the distribution of DTT
services across the country. Intelsat claims this is the first HTS (high throughput satellite)
KU-band satellite to serve Eastern Europe, giving Vivacom bandwidth performance improvements, allowing for connectivity in any bandwidth increment and from any beam to
any beam.
Nielsen Catalina Solutions (NCS), a provider of consumer data to the consumer packaged goods (CPG) industry, has launched a new system for measuring the effectiveness of
advertising campaigns across TV, desktop and mobile publishers. Facebook is the first
publisher to use this cross-media sales measurement tool.
SES and African satellite internet provider Intersat have signed a multi-year agreement
to deliver broadband connectivity to businesses in parts of Africa using the SES NSS-12
satellite. The deal includes a new C-band capacity lease, infrastructure services and upgraded Ku-band capacity.
Vivendi and Mediaset have accused each other of defamation, as the conflict continues to
drag out without nearing an agreement of any sort. CEO of French media firm Vivendi, Arnaud De Puyfontaine, claims that his company received misleading information from Italian broadcaster Mediaset about the operations of its pay TV arm Mediaset Premium. The
case is being reviewed in a Milan court this week.
Orange’s OCS (Orange Cinema Series) has landed exclusive rights to show HBO programming in France, which may not be entirely legal under competition rules. We should expect Canal+ to challenge the deal. Orange’s 2.6 million OCS subscribers will have exclusive access to the full HBO content catalog via a dedicated SVoD HBO offering on its OCS
Go service.

VoD technology developer SeaChange International has announced that its long term US
cable customer Midco is upgrading to the new SeaChange Adrenalin multiscreen software. Midco has 385,000 subscribers across the US, and the new software is expected to
go live sometime in the first half of this year.
Owners of PlayStation VR headsets can now access a new Ghostbusters VR experience
called Now Hiring, the second VR venture from the Ghostbusters franchise. Now Hiring
was built by cinematic VR developer firm CreateVR and costs $6.99 – a sizeable price tag
for an experience which lasts just 10 minutes.
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CDN technology firm Edgeware has signed up for the Streaming Video Alliance, a body
that develops and promotes open standards for streaming video to support wider adoption. Edgeware adds its name to a list of some 50 members, which includes Verizon, Comcast, Sky, NBCUniversal, Liberty Global, Arris, Cisco, Irdeto, Nagra, and Verimatrix.
Media Broadcast, a transmitter network operator in Germany, has announced the availability of the USB TV stick for DVB-T2 HEVC-based DTT platform reception to retailers this
week. This includes the encrypted Freenet TV service with 40 channels, compatible with
PCs and laptops for a price of €59.99 ($64.70). Media Broadcast says it will add OTT channels via IP streaming in mid-2017.
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